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1.0 - Abstract: 

 

Whaleshares has origins as the world’s first cross-chain value-add token between the Bitshares 

Dex and Steem blockchains, but has grown to be much more--namely an entire community.  

Within this context, the following whitepaper is meant to inform about the Whaleshares 

Cooperative  and its emergence as a Mutual Aid Society (MAS) Decentralized Autonomous 

Cooperative (DAC) chain.  This paper will cover in its scope the concept and history of CACs, 

DACs, Whaleshares as a CAC, distribution of Whaleshares tokens to initial stakeholders and 

the details of its evolution into becoming a MAS DAC. 

 

It is the thesis of this paper that, due to the economics of MAS DACs, communities can set into 

motion positive feedback loops in value creation in uniquely empowering ways that have 

arguably never been available. Furthermore, this body posits considerations for sustainable 

operations and positive feedback loops can be enforced in accordance with representative 

governance that provides transparent accountability of leadership, consensus and rewards.  

 

The intent of Whaleshares is to provide a Decentralized Autonomous Cooperative platform 

where users of all sizes may transparently share and contribute value to networks of trusted 

friends.  Furthermore, those with the interest may leverage their own WhaleShares-backed 

tokens with Crosschain technology to create Communities with transparent oversight and 

rewards for taking part in initiatives and other community events.  One such example is the 

Whaletank Hangouts where whales will collectively reward those projects that they believe have 

value and wish to sharedrop on whalestake in return for startup resources. Whaletank events 

and a number of other initiatives will form further synergy wherein whale tokens collectively fund 

the building of tools for each community from which to gain access.  And 

most importantly, all of this is powered by Bitshares and MAS Technology. 
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2.0 - CACs & DACs 

 

 

 

 

The primary difference between Centralized 

Autonomous Cooperatives (CACs) and 

Decentralized Autonomous Cooperatives 

(DACs) is based on a few key elements.  

These elements, and the combination or 

omission thereof, constitutes the state of the 

community being centralized or decentra- 

lized (see Figure 2.0.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In contrast to CACs, a few key require- 

ments must each be achieved in order to 

claim the rights to be called a true DAC. 

(See Figure 2.0.2). 

Though relatively self-explanatory, let us 

take a moment to help outline what each 

of the previous criteria entails. 
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2.1 - Decentralized Autonomous Infrastructure Control (Layer 1) 

 

Decentralized Autonomous Infrastructure Control, in contrast to traditional models, enables the 

control over infrastructure to be held in the hands of multiple parties via trustless contracts with 

terms dictated by code and approved by the community.  The decentralized infrastructure  

provides redundancy and enhanced fault tolerance, thus diminishing the number of attack 

vectors for threat sources, or those intent on harming the network, while providing further 

resilience to natural disasters and black swans as the community can quickly adapt to change 

course under circumstances of necessity. Furthermore, DPoS chains like Whaleshares can 

easily remain four times as decentralized as Bitcoin while offering scalable infrastructure with 

substantial efficiencies - (this is discussed further in section 4.3 - Delegated Proof of Stake 

(DPOS) below).  

 

The Whaleshares DAC will have Decentralized Infrastructure Control via block producers and 

light nodes. 

 

 

2.2 - Decentralized Autonomous Governance / Change Control   

 

Decentralized Autonomous Governance / Change Control helps ensure decisions regarding 

how the DAC are done in a decentralized manner. In true DACs, no single party controls 

enough stake to individually dictate the changes to Governance and Change Control.  Instead 

the stake owned represents a percentage of the total vote in the network and those votes are 

used to reach majority “consensus”, but with one caveat --that stake/vote ownership is not 

majority owned by a single person or small group of persons.   
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Consensus can be found on multitudes of issues of importance in the DAC itself.  In terms of 

Governance, consensus can be formed on the rules of the chain to which all users and block 

producers must adhere within the ecosystem.  For instance, decisions like how long tokens 

must be staked, network inflation percentages and fees.  

 

Consensus can also be reached in terms of Change Control. This means deciding how changes 

will be achieved when consensus is reached that they must be made. Some decisions are hard 

coded such as giving and removing votes from block producers to change which ones gain the 

privilege (and rewards) for securing the network.  Others are not hard coded, such as whether a 

witness will remain voted in after choosing to run or not to run forks of code that go against the 

will of stakeholders.   

 

Some communities choose “ad hoc” governance wherein governance is spontaneously 

organized while yet others choose to have formally written and approved constitutions.  

 

 

2.3 - Decentralized Autonomous Service Control  

 

 

 

 

 

Decentralized Autonomous Service Control provides a trustless means by which services 

offered do not rely on a central authority to provide them.  In fact, true DACs can enable the 

provision of many kinds of trustless services.  

 

One such service is Bitcoin’s claim to fame. The value transmission service has been at the 

core of blockchain use cases.  However, services in blockchain could easily expand into nearly 

every industry imaginable from value transmission to decentralized exchanges, social media, 

journalism, healthcare, copyright, governance, storage, dns and many more. The inclusion of 

DPOS technology to create more trustless and distributed control of service contract fulfillment 

(Layer 3) in these use cases and others ensures a stronger decentralization of power in the 

coming internet of things (IOT).   

 

Furthermore, the representation overseeing Service Control in a DAC represents the interests of 

a decentralized community of stakeholders in general.  In DPOS based DACs, if block 
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producers refuse to produce blocks (Layer 1), the community of holders ultimately has the 

power to fire these block producers and replace them with block producers who will act in 

accordance with the consensus on the scope of responsibilities. Additionally, true DACs allow 

for decentralized governance (Layer 2) in a way that boasts little to no lag time.         

A community that has none of the aforementioned DAC criteria is quite obviously a CAC. 

However, even if it displays one, or even two, of the 3 DAC criterion, it is still considered a CAC. 

All three of the criteria must exist to be classified as  a DAC: Infrastructure Control (Layer 1), 

Governance/Change Control (Layer 2), Service Control (Layer 3).   
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3.0 - Centralized Autonomous Cooperatives  (CACs) 

 

Centralized Autonomous Cooperatives (CACs) have existed in multiple forms for many years 

before blockchain technology. They exist in the form of online gaming communities, forum 

communities, newsgroups, and social media networks - just to name a few. These cooperatives 

are autonomous in that they are powered by people and code-driven services. However they 

have become centralized in at least one of the 3 Layers. As a natural consequence, the 

communities served are more often than not forced into parasitic relationships and reward 

propositions that align interests into the hands of centralized authorities with little if any 

accountability to the cooperative at large and at worst, few incentives for those centralized 

authorities that gain control to act in the best interest of members.. 

 

Though it can be argued this centralization is countered by the ease of creating competing 

CACs under different labels, this argument does not completely stand without reasonable 

criticisms: 

● Communities with little individual stake in the ecosystem must perpetually obtain value 

from outside the ecosystem to sustain efforts within the community. 

● Communities with little individual voting stake in the ecosystem are given little choice but 

to fracture when confronted with decisions misrepresenting them.   

● Unnecessarily fracturing communities creates inefficiencies as two communities emerge 

from one and must reorganize around separate visions. Though sometimes necessary, 

this should be a last resort. In a CAC, the options otherwise are at best severely limited 

and at worst nonexistent.   
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4.0 - Decentralized Autonomous Community (DAC) 

 

Bitcoin is simultaneously the first, the most well known and most primitive Decentralized 

Autonomous Cooperative (DAC) in the world. Perhaps the most defining characteristic for which 

it has earned the ‘DAC’ classification is the introduction of an economic layer to the internet that 

performs as a trustless intermediary for value transactions between any two users, effectively 

removing the need for a trusted 3rd party.   

 

This use case manifested a rudimentary value creation feedback loop from the value between 

block production and a mathematically provable means of securing transaction data between 

users into “blocks” of data, which are then chained onto a distributed database of prior “blocks” 

in a transparent, ordered, and verifiable ledger. In effect, the Bitcoin ledger became an early 

economic layer to the internet that had not existed before Satoshi launched the bitcoin “genesis 

block” in early 2009.  

 

The value of even this most basic blockchain ledger use case has been proven after 10 years 

with the total market capitalization of Bitcoin reaching to over 300 Billion dollars in 2017. If 

Bitcoin’s marketcap is not enough to prove this point, however, the marketcap of all other chains 

beyond bitcoin reached over 500 Billion dollars in 2017.  

 

However, even with the proposed use cases  many cryptocurrencies plan to provide, the actual 

use cases for early DACs have been severely stunted by the limitations of basic transactional 

infrastructure come to be known as industry standards.   

 

 

4.1 - Proof of Work DACs 

 

Proof of work (POW) was designed using a mechanism known as “mining” to provide early 

distribution of tokens to block producers in return for costly work securing the blockchain’s 

ledger.  Though it is highly valuable and remains reliable as a basic means of offering secure 

transactions, proof of work struggles, as an economic model, to provide more value to individual 

community members in a manner better reflecting their input into the community except for in 

one small (but potentially important way)--by distributing to a highly skilled demographic who 

often has access to excess computation and offering them an incentive to solve complex 

problems. 

Though proven possible to provide cryptographically secured data, the proof of work 

mechanism has shown itself to be limiting however for communities outside the hot rod 

computer nerd--especially in terms of self-governance (Layer 2) and infrastructure (Layer 1). 
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The difficulty comes in with the requirement for holders to purchase previously mined coins and 

advocate for their proof of work chains or trade them against one another during speculative 

cycles to gain profits. Though this is valuable in its own rite, it is again self limiting to a small 

subset of use cases--namely “facilitating pumps and dumps”.  For community members who 

support a token with more subjective value propositions that do not directly benefit mining or 

trading, the prospects of being rewarded are tenuous at best. 

 

Though it proved acceptable for the earliest days of the technology, many in the cryptocurrency 

ecosystems believe improvements can be made to each the services (Layer 3), governance 

(Layer 2), and infrastructure (Layer 1) to enable blockchain technology to better represent the 

myriad communities within the cryptosphere.  

 

 

4.2 - Proof of Stake DACs 

 

With the addition of Proof of Stake (POS) it became possible to lock away stake inside a 

network in order to earn the rights to produce blocks in a process known as “minting”. Similar to 

the POW mechanism, newly minted (rather than purely “mined”) tokens are rewarded for 

securing the network but with added requirement to incur risk through locking tokens away in 

order to attain these “minting rights”. One of the primary benefits touted by this method is that of 

energy waste and cost reduction for securing blockchains. There are other benefits to POS, 

however, that did not receive as much attention. 

 

POS lowers the barriers to entry for those without special access and skills to run the required 

Algorithm Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) for efficient mining of cryptocurrencies. This 

enables network participants to leverage value earned outside of “mining” and instead 

participate by locking away stake in return for the right to increase stake by producing more 

blocks the ecosystem. It was done with an intent to save energy commonly considered wasted 

on purely POW mining infrastructure and for creating a more egalitarian distribution model that 

incentivized locking tokens away as savings instead of selling to pay for electricity costs. 

Despite these changes, however communities still historically suffer from scaling issues and 

have difficulty funding the construction of value on top of their platforms in ways not directly 

connected to mining, minting or trading. In short, as a value transmission service (Layer 3), POS 

is an improvement in in terms of more egalitarian (and cost effective) securing of the network 

(Layer 1), but still has the issues with lack of governance (Layer 2) and difficulty scaling at the 

protocol level for mainstream applications requiring thousands of transactions per second.  
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4.3 - Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS) 

 

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS) emerged from POS and an iteration on POS called 

“Transactions as Proof of Stake” (TAPOS).  TAPOS originated in a CAC called Ripple and 

achieved byzantine fault tolerance by requiring new transactions to include a hash from 

previous blocks to enable previous verifiable transactions to validate current blocks and ensure 

protection. This new method is thought to provide enhanced protection against potential attacks, 

more specifically selfish-mining and 51% attacks. Requiring the new transactions to include 

hashes from the previous blocks guarantees protection against double spends, provides proofs 

of ownership on a specific fork and collectively verify the legitimate chain. 

 

Unlike prior Proof-of-Stake systems in which all nodes contribute to the proof-of-stake block 

production, DPOS presents a new approach to Proof-of-Stake whereby all nodes generating 

transactions are voted in based on stake ownership. This enables DPOS to achieve transaction 

speeds of 1.5 seconds and irreversibility of blocks within 10 seconds. Perhaps more importantly, 

however, DPOS tokens have established consistent handling throughput equal to that of all 

other cryptocurrencies combined, while having a capacity utilization index (CUI) rating well 

below 1% of maximum thresholds.   

 

Furthermore, Bitcoin and other POW blockchains have between 4-7 mining pools providing 

block production (Layer 1), governance (Layer 2) and services (Layer 3) for the blockchain. The 

Whaleshares DPOS chain will have 21 BP’s who will each produce 1/21 of the blocks making it, 

as stated before, over four times more decentralized than bitcoin.  Additionally, in DPOS, a 51% 

attack is not enough consensus to make a block irreversible. Instead, ⅔+1 of the BP’s need to 

agree upon the validity of a block in order to make it “irreversible” and thus validate the current 

state of the blockchain is indeed the true record of chain activity.   

 

With respect to governance in DPOS, the election and impeachment of Block Producers can be 

achieved far more easily and swift changes can be in made in the case that block producers fail 

at their duties, misbehave, or collude to cause harm. Furthermore, determinations on what 

constitutes ‘misbehavior’ can be outlined and addressed by the chain’s constituency using votes 

and/or proxy votes to ensure adaptation and enforcement of those determinations. As such, 

determinations have been established and hardcoded into MAS DAC technology to create basic 

mechanisms by which block producers who fail to produce blocks for 24 hours will be 

automatically removed from voting consideration until they begin producing blocks again. 

However, even these standards can be changed with the consensus of the community of token 
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holders.  
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5.0 - Mutual Aid Society (MAS) DACs 

 

Mutual Aid Societies (MAS) were explained in early 2014 by their designer Dan Larimer.  They 

were constructed as a concept wherein members of a community leverage value locked away in 

a blockchain-based transactional network to attain the power to allocate newly minted tokens to 

one another based on specific criteria. This specific use case focused on “Mutual Aid” framed as 

an Insurance DAC, but is by no means limited to mutual aid insurance. In his design, allocation 

of tokens was initiated by on members joining and posting claim requests for medical bills and 

other expenses covered by the community tokens. The initiating party would be required to 

provide some form of proof to ensure the claim was valid. After this, stakeholders would either 

deny or sign off on the validity of the claim and, in the case the stakeholders approve, unlock 

crypto-based funding from a community backed pool for the claimant to receive for payments on 

their debts. 

 

These minting privileges could be directed into customized economic circuits designed to 

incentivize stakeholders’ utilization of minted tokens for other purposes. Whether its a knitting 

community wanting to leverage their minting rights to collectively incentivize bounties for knitting 

patterns and tutorials, developers wanting to design and build the next youtube, rocket scientists 

wanting to fund further exploration into the world of physics, the MAS DAC enables communities 

to form around and fund common interests - similar to a bank, only with less centralization and 

more auditability.   

 

The concept of the mutual aid society is a flexible concept that began as Dan Larimer’s concept 

of a MUXER. In his words: 

 

“Blockchain will enable anyone to start their own society to support whatever cause 

they desire. Each society has its own membership token that is awarded to individuals 

and is used to keep track of the maximum benefits each member may receive.”   

~ Dan Larimer 

 

The MASDAC concept is meant to tokenize the creation of other communities and thus DACs to 

represent them. In the spirit of this intent, Whaleshares is a Sharing platform with the intent of 

seeding projects and empowering token-backed communities.    
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6.0 - Banks & Credit Union CACs 

 

One can consider MAS DACs as improved banks & credit unions in a box with a transparent, 

auditable ledger and the board of directors replaced by a decentralized group of stakeholders 

with voting weight based on stake ownership. Whether that bank ownership chooses to loan 

tokens or distribute inflation into investments to receive a Return on Investment (ROI), they 

enable community members to gain access to capital in return for bringing more value to the 

bank owners and community upon which the bank depends.  However, MAS DACs can do what 

banks and credit unions do, and more.                                             

 

A traditional Bank/Credit Union 

model offers a means of locking 

federal reserve tokens away into 

vehicles like Certificates of Deposit 

(CDs). These CDs are interest- 

bearing notes that offer a return 

based on interest rate payments 

from loans issued and investments 

made. These benefits, however, 

come at the cost of promising your 

tokens to the bank for a specified 

period of time.   

After the user makes this promise, 

the bank then takes on the role as 

intermediary for the locked away 

capital. It controls the capital and 

distributes it to projects, people and 

endeavors deemed valuable and 

within the limitations established by 

the law, the CD contract and bank 

leadership’s chosen specifications.  

The bank always will design these 

systems to help ensure it receives 

more ROI than it pays  to the CD 

holder. 

 

                                      

Figure 7.0.1                                                         

 

                                                                                                                   When the User signs the contract to 

receive the CD and its interest payment benefits, that user makes a promise. As can be seen in Window A below, if 

that contract is fulfilled, the user redeems the CD for the initial amount plus the obligated ROI. Window B, however, 

shows how serious the contract can be as if it is broken, the user is obligated to pay a fine/fee delineated in the 
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contract. As such, locking away this capital into a contract could end in a net loss for a user who unwisely purchases 

a CD. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.0.2 

 

The role these banks fill is valuable for a community. After all, every community needs a secure 

means of storing value and an incentive to inject it into the surrounding ecosystem, thus sharing 

in both the risks and rewards of a vibrant economy. The structure of this model creates an 

ecosystem that was as efficient as possible for distributing funds into the community with the 

intention of: 

 

● Stimulating the Economy 

● Rewarding Risk-Averse Long Term Investors 

● Providing a Safe Place to Store and Access Capital 

● Earning Capital for acting as Intermediary 
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So what is not to love? By these accounts it seems like a sound business model that creates 

benefits for all parties.   

 

The problems become more obvious when focusing on the dangers of centralization. As can be 

seen in the Bank CAC figure below the Infrastructure, Service Contracts and Governan- 

ce/Change Control are all centralized in a way that is not easily accountable to or focused on 

sustaining the community it serves. Instead a community bank is one of many branches of a 

CAC that is majority owned by a group of stakeholders outside of the community and with 

incentives that are not guaranteed (or easily accountable) to align with that of the local 

community using its services.   

 

Credit unions were created with the intent of mitigating one of the primary downsides of banks: 

centralized ownership misaligned with users best interest. They did this by giving stakeholder 

ownership to the communities they served.  With numbers approaching that of banks in 

existence today, it is fair to say this model has taken a step in the direction of proving 

decentralization of power in a more granular and representative stakeholder community can be 

heavily valued by the communities for whom they provide services. Perhaps most interestingly, 

this less centralized banking alternative has been able to achieve similar levels of efficiency in 

the services they provide in the process of adding this level of decentralization.   

 

Though credit unions are more decentralized than banks, they are not decentralized enough to 

be called a true DAC. This is because, although ownership can be decentralized and more likely 

to represent the community they serve, Services and Governance/Change Control are still at 

higher risk of being centralized and misaligned against the interests of the overall community. 

The argument against this is that both banks and credit unions undergo strict audits, but the 

efficiency of auditing even in top firms, can be vastly improved by inclusion of blockchain 

technology. Of course, this is expected as they were born at a time before blockchain 

technology, thus overhead for running true DACs was not an option. The introduction of 1st gen 

blockchain technologies, and later efficient blockchain technology, moved us to the to one 

where this is no longer enough of a barrier for CACs to remain the leading option for 

communities as a tool for economic mutual economic support.    
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Traditional Bank (CAC) 

 

Traditional Credit Union (CAC) 

 

As can be seen in the Figure 7.1.1 -  Layer Model, Bank CACs  achieve none of the three DAC Characteristics.  

Rather, they reflect a perfect state of centralization in terms of Infrastructure Control, Service Contract Control, and 

Governance/Change Control.  As can be seen in the Layer Representation in 7.1.2, there is little in terms of 

decentralization within present banking systems.   

As seen in Figure 7.1.3 - Layer Model, Credit Union CACs have achieved a measure of decentralization by giving 

ownership stake to the community (Layer 1). Given that ownership of a Credit Union equates to ownership of 

infrastructure, decentralized ownership of infrastructure enables decentralized infrastructure control. However, 

fulfilling Layer 1 of 3 falls short of being a DAC as both the Governance/Change Control and Service Contract Control 

are centralized. This is due to the crossover between spheres/layers. To be fully decentralized, the centralization of 

control in any sphere must represent the will of a decentralized community of owners. However, in non-blockchain 

constructs with decentralized ownership, there is a lack of accountability and efficiency necessarily provided by 

Layers 2 and 3.  
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7.0 - The Internet of CACs 

 

As the internet developed into the ubiquitous, worldwide network we know today, so did the 

tools it provided. The foundation for all these tools and their use cases was born from an 

increased capacity for communication. Just a prominent handful of such expressions to emerge 

from this increased capacity were newsgroups, forums, torrenting groups, wikis, guilds, clans 

and social networks. Despite the varying use cases, they all share the same responsibilities to 

serve communities’ needs by coordinating provisions (Layer 1), governing (Layer 2), and 

providing services (Layer 3) to create sustainable value feedback loops. 

 

 

Though these all share a measure of decentralization due to the nature of Information 

Technology (IT) Infrastructure, they also share common centralized bottlenecks that remain 

largely unaccountable by communities they serve. Additionally, each system listed has issues 

with respect to its own internal ecosystem in terms of either inefficiencies, centralization, or most 

often, both. The following online community ecosystems were created on current internet 

protocols, but we will measure them using the Layer Model for CACs and DACs. We will look 

further explain this dynamic below in a short overview of these communities.  

 

 

7.1 - Newsgroups 

 

Newsgroups are CACs offering a powerful service of sharing data from various nodes in a 

decentralized network. Though possible for anyone to create one’s own newsgroup, the model 

suffered from economic inefficiencies and growing hardware requirements (thus overhead cost) 

for nodes providing services to growing communities. Though Infrastructure Control is 

technically decentralized in that anyone can contribute in this model, it is inefficient to host, let 

alone offer backups of data. This, in effect, has caused Infrastructure Control (Layer 1), though 

decentralized,  to become influenced by centralized services (Layer 3) like Usenet and Google. 

Due to the severe costs of hosting and backing up newsgroup servers, spyware, popup ads, 

and other unpopular models are also used. However, the problem is that most of this was not 

achieved through community consensus, but rather by a decentralized infrastructure network 

that had incentive to centralize and did not always have incentive to represent the community’s 

best interests.   

 

If, for instance, governance (Layer 2) has centralized authorities who are not voted in by the 

community, but rather by previous leadership, we can safely state that governance is not 
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decentralized. The service layer (Layer 3) are typically accessed through centralized “access 

portals” with few alternatives (and most alternatives centralized). As a result, the ecosystem 

slowly centralizes under a bottleneck that is created due to a reliance on news servers, to store 

and serve data, which incur costs that required income to offset. In response, the newsgroup 

servers connect to, and offer services through, centralized, nonrepresentative entities.  

 

Given that donation models have not worked, advertisements have also become an income 

stream that are required to counteract newsgroups sustainability issues due to these 

misalignments and inefficiencies. This is likely a contributing factor to why services like Usenet 

emerged but even they lost traction. Even in cases like Google, where user retention is not 

necessary, newsgroups were, prior to the introduction of blockchain technology, perhaps the 

closest to being fully decentralized, but still undeniably CACs. In both cases, centralization in 

newsgroups began with a decentralized, but unsustainable, Infrastructure Layer that forced 

reliance on centralization in other layers.   

 

 

7.2 - Forums 

 

Forums offer CACs as another means of providing services to enable communication between 

groups of users connected to the web. Much like newsgroups, forums are decentralized in the 

sense that they enable anyone to create a community based on topics or matters of interest and 

run a server to provide the service. However, they suffer from similar, though less obtrusive, 

overhead and funding requirements to run a community. The infrastructure (Layer 1), is 

decentralized in the context of enabling anyone to run their own community. However, it (Layer 

1) is centralized with regard to centrally controlled servers which provided centralized services 

(Layer 2) with governance (Layer 3) that doesn’t necessarily represent a decentralized 

community’s best interests.  

 

In cases that successfully funded their community infrastructure (Layer 1), they still over time, 

have resulted in misalignment of incentives for service providers in communities.  For instance, 

as forums gained traction and became more profitable, the owner of the forum servers generally 

earned all profit from the community at large and had few checks on the power over how those 

funds were used. A forum owner had the power of life and death in a community and could 

permanently ban accounts and associated IP addresses based without any checks on this 

power.  

Though many forum communities have levels of self-governance (Layer 2), the danger was that 

the centralized control of infrastructure, service, and governance/change could at any time 
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potentially be used against the consensus reached via the community. Thus for these reasons 

traditional Forums, though powerful, did not fulfill the criteria for being true DACs. 

 

 

7.3 - Wikis 

 

Wikis use the power and emergent properties of decentralized communities to create a 

knowledge base that is centrally owned/managed and collectively maintained. It is started by a 

person or group of persons who decide to run the wiki software on their own server, or to use a 

third party hosting service. This means that although the infrastructure (Layer 1) of all wikis 

collectively are “decentralized” through the nature of many separately managed servers, the 

control of each wiki community is centralized into the hands of the person/group hosting the wiki 

server. Though the controllers of these servers may be benevolent dictators who refrain from 

abusing the powers made possible with such centralization of control, there are few options to 

protect them from being exercised in times such benevolence fails. To make things worse, since 

the change logs are generally held on the server itself, such changes could be withdrawn from 

those logs and, if not backed up elsewhere, even lost as a result of Black Swan events. Wikis 

are CACs because the Infrastructure Control, Service (Layer 3), and Governance/Change 

Control Layers (Layer 2) are in the hands of a small group and do not represent or answer to 

the  the community at large.  

 

 

7.4 - Social Networks 

 

Social networks have become an essential and irreplaceable tool for communicating information 

to the masses. They have grown in prominence to largely take over the internet from other 

platforms for communication with friends and building communities. Whether it is MySpace, 

Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter or any other of a number of interesting new social networks so 

frequently released, these networks have grown to become titanic hubs of open communication 

and activity. While these CACs have become ubiquitous across the world, many are considered 

“trollish” and even called to be banned from the internet.  For instance in the cases of 4Chan 

and 8Chan, while others have historical records of working closely with government initiatives to 

illegally spy on users.  

 

Outlets such as the aforementioned examples have been, and are still being, used today for 

important public communication matters, such as presidential elections. However, these 

services (Layer 3) are provided on servers hosted (Layer 1) by a central authority (Layer 2). The 
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centralized nature of the infrastructure allows these social network companies to filter content 

they feel is “inappropriate” without ever consenting with users. What is even worse is that their 

users are not stakeholders with the capacity to collectively govern. Due to this misalignment and 

total centralization, it becomes obvious why these CACs control the flow of information and 

push their own agendas. 

 

These networks also provide a means of interacting with friends and family, enabling users to 

share up-to-date personal information while maintaining “privacy” by limiting access to the 

information to only those you authorize. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, some of these 

networks have been abusing the centralized infrastructure to illegally spy on users. Perhaps 

worst of all, many of the larger social networks act as syphons for users’ personal data, 

harvesting it without direct consent of their users, and sell it to 3rd party organizations. All of a 

sudden, the “privacy” these networks provide begins to look like a facade. 

 

 

7.5 - Guilds & Clans 

 

Guilds & Clans are constructs based in various economies--though most modern versions come 

from gaming. These constructs exist as a means of providing communities within a specific 

ecosystem with tools for organizing and incentivizing community activities that benefit the 

community as a whole. They have their own structures of governance that are used to guide the 

communities that depend on them. These structures are used to incentivize participation in 

community activities in return for rank and rewards within the community and the economy in 

which it resides. Guilds and clans offer some powerful tools for making a community 

autonomously operate as they use the other CAC technologies as tools for their communities. 

 

Some of the common tools used for guilds and clans include Forums, Wikis, Social Social 

Media, and in some cases, specialized open source and proprietary services for enabling point 

distribution. If each tool for the community is a separately owned CAC it does, indeed, make a 

guild more decentralized.  However, they still are ultimately controlled by centralized entities that 

offer these CACs as a service. Thus it is not sufficient to be called a DAC due to the 

centralization of its used infrastructure (Layer 1), governance (Layer 2), and service layers 

(Layer 3).  

 

7.6 - Internet of CACs Conclusion 
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Though CACs connect us, the problem is that the control of infrastructure (Layer 1), 

governance/change control (Layer 2), and service contracts (Layer 3) are neither decentralized, 

nor community driven. Indeed, at their worst, CACs become parasitic autonomous entities.   

 

Perhaps the most salient case are the PRISM and NSA’s mass government surveillance cases. 

The illegal spying was achieved so effectively due to the disconnect between the communal 

representation of power coupled with infrastructure controlled by a select few service contract 

providers whose positions were not gained through decentralized autonomous consensus. 

Rather they were obtained by the dictates of a board of directors who were voted in for one 

reason: increase profitability for investors at any cost. For these reasons it has become 

apparent that CACs must begin taking on properties of DACs, or DACs will begin disrupting 

them.    
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8.0 - MASDACs Disrupt CAC Models 

 

MAS DACs disrupt the CAC models. They do this by introducing a construct that can achieve 

efficiency with power distribution that is better aligned with the interests of the community 

served. In a MAS chain infrastructure (Layer 1), governance/change control (Layer 2), and 

services (Layer 3) are each separated by code that is open source and auditable. Those who 

gain control over any of these three spheres do so voluntarily and are voted in voluntarily by 

vested community stakeholders. Stakeholder voting is representative of the community based 

on the capital risk set aside to support the community service(s) and votes can be changed at a 

moment’s notice in the case of obvious abuses of power. In short, there are separations of 

power, which have proven historically to be the basis for the most effective systems of 

governance if the goal is to provide solutions for life, liberty and ownership of property.   

 

As mentioned above, MAS DACs using blockchain tech provide a level of transparency and 

auditability that is hard to match by more traditional models. When a community or business 

exists to provide value in return for ROI, whether monetarily or functionally, it is imperative that 

that service is operating within the community-established consensus. However, to operate 

within community-established consensus, consensus must be easily established. The 

blockchain ledger alone makes the process of auditing far more streamlined and efficient, but 

with MAS chains based on DPOS the network itself has built in flexibility that enables 

unprecedented levels of fluid self-governance. Using DPOS makes it easier for cooperatives to 

reach consensus. 

 

Of equal importance is the capacity for scalability utilizing DPOS is orders of magnitude above 

that of present standards using POW and POS models. This scalability makes it possible for 

DACs to compete next to CAC alternatives in terms of throughput and processing.  

 

Perhaps following quote summarizes it best. 

 

“A society can be organized around any concept where there are low probability, high 

cost risks to be mitigated. The benefit of joining a society is that you transform 

uncertainty into certainty by sharing the burden. Collectively a society can carry 

burdens that would be unbearable by any individual member.”  

~ Dan Larimer 

In short, DPOS blockchains power MAS DACs and MAS DACs empower communities to build 

powerful, decentralized cooperatives to carry burdens one person cannot. By their very nature, 

MAS DACs empower disruption of CACs.   
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9.0/.1 - Evolution of Whaleshare/Whaleshares as a Service 

 

The Whaleshares service began as a CAC with functionality on the first MAS-based 

blockchains: Steem and Golos. This powerful tool leverages Bitshares-based tokens whose 

value is backed by the stake an individual has on early MAS inspired chain iterations like Steem 

and Golos. One can consider them utility tokens that offer trusted users a one time use of the 

distribution and advertisement power of a whale on the chain. Since they work between 

Bitshares DAC and multiple MAS-based chains to provide this service, they can be called the 

world’s first scalable multichain utility tokens. This service is decentralized in terms of the 

capability for anyone to make their own token, but is centralized presently as a proprietary 

service. In time, as it is open sourced, more decentralization will be enabled in the service layer 

(Layer 3).  

 

 

9.2 - Whaleshares as a Centralized Community 

 

It is safe to say after over a year of availability and over 10,000 uses, the Whaleshares utility 

tokens have proven powerful tools of interest to a worldwide blockchain community. As of the 

writing of this paper, the Whaleshares community has grown into a vibrant and active 

ecosystem of nearly 6,000 members. Most of these members have a strong grasp on the 

concepts and technologies of Bitshares and Mutual Aid Society capabilities. These individuals 

have not only gained proficiency both within the context and concepts of both MAS based 

chains and DACs, but perhaps more importantly they are effective in utilizing these crosschain 

utility tokens on Bitshares to increase value propositions on connected MASChains. The 

ultimate result of this has been a community that has its own internal economy based on 

blockchain technology but with very similar characteristics to guilds.   

 

 

9.3 - Whaleshares as a Sharing Economy 

 

Whaleshares is a sharing economy at its heart. Taking the best of community banks, guilds and 

blockchain-based DACs and combining them into a sharing economy where anyone can earn 

tokens that represent value in the eyes of their stakeholding community of trusted friends and 

followers. 

 

The Whaleshares community is not unfamiliar with the concepts of tokenization powers offered 

by the Bitshares DAC. Yet they are also living experts in the powers of MAS based chains.  This 
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understanding amplifies their capabilities as they serve to work together under pressure to build 

value for the tokens they earn. Individuals who share information and value within the 

Whaleshares network are rewarded for sharing that value.   
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10.0 - Whaleshares as a MASDAC 

 

The Original Whaleshare token is evolving to become WLS, tokens on a Mutual Aid Society 

(MAS) blockchain for the Bitshares community using Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS) 

consensus protocols. This gives blockchain technology the capacity to be truly decentralized, 

autonomous communities. Its capacity to empower individuals to collectively own and govern 

services they value is at the foundation of the disruption of MASDACs. 

 

Given that Whaleshares started out largely centralized in a CAC ecosystem wherein its 

proprietary nature was required, Whaleshares as a flagship project will open source in the future 

after live launch, thus encouraging further decentralization and innovation in both the 

Whaleshares and broader MASDAC space.  

 

 

10.1 - Whaleshares Infrastructure 

 

As touched upon prior in this paper, the whaleshares infrastructure will be initially run by 21 

DPOS Block producers elected by stakeholders in the ecosystem. They will be voted in by those 

holding Whalestake in the ecosystem via a 1:1 token-to-vote weighting. 

 

 

10.2 - Whaleshares Governance  

 

It is understood that a level of governance must at some point occur within within Whaleshares. 

With respect to this, members of the community may draft their own Constitution and vote for 

the acceptance of constitutional inclusions and amendments using tools created on the 

Whaleshares blockchain. Some Constitutional Sections may include the following. 

     

10.2.1 - Block Producers “vote-buying” - Block Producers have an incentive to use a 

portion of their earnings to reward those who vote for their block producers.  This may be 

considered “vote buying” and may or may not be considered acceptable by the voting 

community.   

 

10.2.3 - Minimum Requirements for Block Producers - Given that block production is 

integral to the value creation engine represented by the blockchain ledger, it becomes 

imperative for the community to decide upon minimal acceptable standards. Whether 

this standard is enforced through adhoc governance or a constitution, or some other 

means, the approach settled upon will be up for debate for the broader Whaleshares 

community.   

10.2.3 - Information Sharing Restrictions - The constitution may be ratified to have 

stipulations on information sharing being required to follow a ruleset or risk being 

demonetized, censored, or perhaps even losing an account.   
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10.2.4 - Arbitration (i.e. demonetization and censorship) is not recommended, but the 

community may decide to at some point present the opportunity for paid positions to 

arbitrate and moderate content on the platform.   

 

 

10.3 - Whaleshares Service - Economy 

 

The Whaleshares chain itself offers 3 primary tokens/metrics. 

 

10.3.1 - Whaleshares (WLS) is the primary token within the ecosystem. It is the token 

that is earned via community rewards and must be locked away to gain access to the 

powers of Whalestake. 

 

10.3.2 - Whalestake:  Holding Whaleshares locked away gives users access to a % of 

the inflation on the chain. Additionally it gives access to a % of the bandwidth. Power 

Down Algorithm set (Max Powerdown = 100% - Current Inflation Rate). 

 

10.3.3 - Mana:  Mana is vested power and is expended when sharing content and 

rewards. It refills at a rate of 20% per 24 hours and is expended when rewarding WLS 

via shares on the platform. 

 

 

10.4 - Whaleshares Service - Crosschain Tokenization Ecosystem 

 

But this goes a level further when employing Whaleshares tokens on the Bitshares blockchain.  

When whale tokens are created, these tokens can be employed for payment on future efforts or 

rewards to friends who users believe deserve their stake. One could think of them as a means 

of automating the rewarding of specific projects that create such value a whale does not feel the 

need to micromanage their efforts.   

 

In the case of trusted communities, this mechanism provides an entirely revolutionary means of 

rewarding trusted individuals in a way that is not only more efficient than rewarding content by 

hand daily, but also structured in a way that incentivizes revisiting accounts consistently 

rewarded whale tokens in the past before making decisions for further rewards. This creates a 

dynamic wherein trusted individuals in a whale’s network are more likely to provide frequent 

updates on value provided to the chain due to the pressure introduced by requiring more tokens 
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periodically. Furthermore, these tokens as utility tokens provide a means of distribution and can 

be a mechanism that synergizes with the Whaletank.   

 

 

10.5 - Whaleshares Service - Initial Distribution 

 

Whaleshares did not have an ICO. It was not ninja launched or distributed in a way that would 

give a small community controlling stake in the ecosystem. It was instead distributed to a 

spectrum of targeted demographics from within the Bitshares ecosystem. Thus all holders of the 

targeted token on the date of the Whaleshares snapshot will be presented not with an ICO or 

highly technical distribution event with intentional barriers, but instead with an easy way to claim 

their tokens using their Bitshares wallet and a step-by-step account claiming process for tokens 

easily obtainable on the existing Bitshares exchange.  

 

The Whaleshares Livenet will be launched with 21 million Whalestake tokens sharedropped as 

follows: 

● BTS: 70% (14.7m Whalestake) 

● WhaleShare: 10% (2.1m Whalestake) 

● Brownie.PTS: 10% (2.1m Whalestake) 

● WLS Launch Team: 10% (2.1m Whalestake) 

 

 

This initial distribution ignored all tokens on centralized exchanges that do not use the bitshares 

blockchain to provide transparent accounting of the obligations toward their users. Therefore, if 

one holds bitshares on exchanges using bitshares, they received a sharedrop. If their tokens 

were held on centralized exchanges, those tokens will instead go toward a pool to help fund 

newly created accounts with enough stake to have bandwidth on the Whaleshares blockchain.    
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10.6 - WLS Inflation  

 

WLS Inflation will start out at 100% and is recommended to reduce by half each year of 

operation (figure 10.6). This inflation must ensure the funding of ongoing blockchain processes 

in addition to rewarding stakeholders who lock away value into the community chain.  For this 

reason the halving of token inflation is recommended to bottom at 5% of token supply with no 

more than 1% of the inflation going to block producers. Community leadership may choose to 

ignore these recommendations based on circumstances unforeseen, but should be held 

accountable by the community in ensuring the decision reflects a reasonable response to 

economic conditions wherein blockchain operations may otherwise cease.      

 

Figure 10.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The reason for initial inflation to be high is intentional and to incentivize users of the 

Whaleshares platform to share more information, content, and rewards with one another in the 

earliest days when the risk on the platform is highest. This, like the 21 million token supply, 

models its distribution after bitcoin’s decreasing block rewards over time, which has proven a 

powerful distribution mechanism in spite of its limitations and high perceived risk. 

 

 

 

 

11.0 - Whaleshares User Experience 
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11.1 - Account Creation 

 

The Whaleshares chain has been launched with the intent to synergize with the Bitshares 

blockchain and help both dex’s and other projects in the Bitshares ecosystem. From this 

intention arose the decision to sharedrop to BTS and BTS-based tokens after launching the 

private beta and providing sharedrop recipients a process to claim Whalestake. After the launch 

of Whaleshares Live blockchain, there will be a simple account creation process that requires 

users to simply follow directions, verify bitshares account ownership, and claim their 

Whaleshares account and Whalestake.  

 

 

11.2 - Sharing is Caring 

 

Whaleshares, unlike other early MAS-based chains, was built to foster a value sharing 

community. Unlike many social media counterparts, Whaleshares replaces “upvoting” with 

“sharing”. This is due to the belief that if an individual or community believes information 

provided by a user is valuable enough to be rewarded, the rewarder should be proud to 

advertise it to their web of followers and potentially a broader community to elevate it and bring 

further awareness. This proposition is paramount in cultivating true value in the Whaleshares 

ecosystem. As every reward, in effect, results in content sharing, an audit trail of rewards is 

established and maintained for every user within his or her feed. While a minor addition, it 

provides a grandiose amount of value. By introducing an audit trail to log users’ rewards, users 

are incentivized to reward only the content they believe is adding value to the community.  

 

For example, a whale in the community - User A - creates a second account - User B - and 

posts non value adding information from the account, yet rewards it to unfairly accumulate a 

larger quantity of WLS. In this example, every time User A rewards User B’s information the 

post is shared to User A’s feed, thus bringing attention to the community. The community would 

then, theoretically, stop supporting this whale or at the very least see through any illusions of 

benevolence and symbiotic intent this whale may claim. 

 

While rewarding information directly results in sharing it, information is also indirectly shared on 

users’ feeds through third party consumption Whale Tokens. These tokens, which are backed 

by the token issuer’s locked away stake in the Whaleshares network, act as a proxy for the 

token issuer. Whale Tokens can be consumed by the token holders to reward and share their 

posts with the token’s issuer’s account.  
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Of course, as with all utility tokens, these tokens will be traded on secondary markets with 

varying price levels and trade volumes. Now, as one can imagine, this presents a unique 

situation in which users, unbeknownst to the token issuer, will obtain the token and share his or 

her own information. This information may be value added to the community, but it could be non 

value added, or worse - destructive, to the community and/or the account owner. As such, the 

token issuer would not want just anyone to use his token. This is where user “following” comes 

into play to establish a web of trust. A proposed solution to this conundrum is to only allow third 

parties that have been followed directly by the token issuer to consume the Whale Token for a 

reward and share. Otherwise, they are free to trade the token on the secondary markets, but 

nothing more. In addition to rectifying the aforementioned problem, this solution also 

incentivizes users to build a web of trust, effective cultivating a community of value adding 

individuals. 

 

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, when a user shares another user’s post, not only does it 

share the post to the rewarder’s feed, but also rewards the poster with Whalestake, based upon 

the WLS the rewarder has locked into Whalestake. This concept is similar to that of other social 

media networks and their use of “upvoting”. At launch of the private beta, Whaleshares will have 

14 day periods set aside to claim rewards.  For instance, if a new user earned 20 Whalestake 

on a post, that post will not pay out that 20 Whalestake until such a time when 14 days has 

passed from the date and time of posting. 

 

11.3 - Whaletank 

 

The Whaletank is a concept which has been established as a means to incubate innovation and 

value creation within the Whaleshares’ cooperative. The community, at a specified time (i.e. 

weekly, bi-weekly, etc.), will come together to, individually and collectively act as a venture 

capitalist. These recurring initiatives will allow aspiring project owners and liaisons to signup to 

communicate their project to the Whaleshares’ community in a sharktank style event. Just as 

any other venture capitalist, the Whaleshares’ community will provide capital funding and, in 

return, will receive stake in the new project decentralized. 

 

11.4 - Custom Feed 

 

Further information coming soon to whaleshares. 
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Dan talks about MAS DACs 

 

https://soundcloud.com/beyond-bitcoin-hangouts/e149 

https://soundcloud.com/beyond-bitcoin-hangouts/e151-2016-04-15-bm-fuzzy-friends-steem-

bitshares-30 (8:49) 
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